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Sjogren regards bibliotheca (so M, om.
%) as an index word from the margin of
the archetype, a view which seems con-
vincing. In Q.F. ii. 7. 1 he thinks that
the mysterious words non curantia may
be a gloss for aTrpajfjuoa-vvTj, and in QF.
i. 2. 14 suggests that the archetype may
have had
in custodiam Ephesi tradidit sed in pub-

pistrinutn

licam vel in privatam non satis . . . intel-
legere possumus.

These examples show Sjogren's skill
as a textual critic, and make us hope
that in the future he will not keep him-
self under such stern restraint.

I would conclude this notice by
makinga few remarks aboutthe Ravenna
MS. (Rav.), which seems to have been
hardly used of late. It enjoyed for a
time a blaze of glory in consequence of
a strange mistake made by Mommsen,
who, when a young man, declared it to
have been written in the thirteenth cen-
tury and to be ' praedarum omniumque
qui supersunt Epp. ad Atticum MSS.
sine ullo dubio antiquissimum.'1 In a
letter to Garatoni, which is still to be
seen at Ravenna, he refers to the excel-
lence of the Greek in Rav., and supposes
that a knowledge of Greek survived at
Ravenna after it had been forgotten
elsewhere. It was pointed out by
Detlefsen and Boot that the MS. was
written in the fifteenth century, and it
is so described in Cappi's catalogue.
When I examined it myself, it appeared
to me a normal fifteenth-century MS.

1 Cf. Lehmann, p. 44.

without any indications of superior anti-
quity. I observed the following marginal
note made by the writer upon Att. i.
11. 3, where Cicero is speaking of the
books left to him by the brother of
Paetus, viz. Erat M. Tullius librorum
avidus, sed in ea re cedebat tibi, Floren-
tine. This can only have been written
after the Florentine scholars had begun
to collect MSS.

Lehmann did not collate Rav. which,
on the strength of certain readings pub-
lished by Boot, he pronounnced to be a
member of 2, and specially connected
with 0. Sjogren does not appear to
have seen Rav.,2 which he considers on
the evidence of Boot's excerpts to be a
gemellus, not only of 0, but of Palat.
1510 {Pal). He says ' cerium igitur est,
Pal. et Rav. gemellos esse: quae cum ita
sint, satis visum est Pal. tantum conferred
As some years ago I spent two or three
days over Rav., which I collated with
the variants given in Purser's text, I
may be unduly partial towards it. I can
only say that it appeared to me to have
some striking readings, and that, merely
on the ground of superior age, I should
have thought that it deserved to be pre-
ferred to Pal., which, according to
Sjogren, was written at the end of the
fifteenth century.

ALBERT C. CLARK.

Queen's College, Oxford.

2 He mentions (p. 4 n.) that, if Boot is to be
trusted, in Att. iii. 8. 2 Rav. has ab Mo. I find
from my collation that it gives ab illo with the
other MSS.

SHORT NOTICES

FOUR PLAYS OF MENANDER.

Four Plays of Menander. Edited by
E. CAPPS, Professor of Classics in
Princeton University. Pp. x. 329.
Ginn and Co. 1910. Price 10/6.

To the literature of the new Menander
fragments Prof. Capps has added a very
serviceable edition with introductions,
commentary, and critical notes. It

wavers in some degree, as he himself
acknowledges, between the wants of the
junior and those of the senior student,
but on the whole it is meant more for
the former, who will find in it a good
deal that is useful. For such a reader
perhaps further points of Greek might
have been noticed, e.g. in the earlier
part of the Epitrepontes line 8 the form

d line 11 and elsewhere the

J
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New Comedy \ a \ « = Xeyw, 128 irpb
TTOWQV some time before, 136 the plural
in evKpir' earL On small but not un-
important points in Menander's use of
the comic trimeter there are a good
many useful notes, founded on Prof.
J. W. White's valuable paper in Classical
Philology, vol. iv. The introductions
are full, interesting, and good, dealing
with the conjectural restoration of the
plots, the characterisation, matters of
technique, etc. The argument for in-
troducing into the Epitrepontes fragmenf
2 A of the St. Petersburg find is acute
and persuasive. More admiration is ex-
pressed for the poet's ' inimitable dia-
logue and monologue' than most readers
will feel, but enthusiasm is no bad quality
in an editor. A better way has been
found of indicating letters and words
inserted conjecturally than the unsightly
and exasperating brackets so familiar
in papyrus texts. An index to the notes
and introductions would have been
welcome. The only misprint I notice
is an awkward evpyai^ for evpeons in
Epitr. 102.

The critical notes give a good many
of the restorations proposed by various
scholars at the time of the first publica-
tion and since, including a fair number
of Prof. Capps' own, and he has of
course printed many of them in his
text. At the beginning of the Epitr.
I cannot follow his argument for read-
ing hUaia he iraaym as a question, and
in 116 I do not see why oi irpiv should
be turned into oi Tore, unless all words
or uses whatever unusual in prose {e.g.
Srjpdv for 6rjpeveiv in 107, eppvo-aro in
125) are to be rejected in Menander.
Samia 404 (Korte etc. 261) vratSas TTOXV
irpdrrerai, ' he makes a good deal of
boys' (sic), is surely an impossible ex-
pression. Epitr. 153 OVK av do/j-rjv is
much best given to Davus, meaning that
he never thought to receive such treat-
ment. The name UepiKeipo^ivTi should
not be translated as though it were a
perfect participle. The present tense
rather expresses an act, like The Rape
of the Lock.

Considering the very fragmentary
nature of the remains, amounting in
the case of the Hero to less than 100
lines, the title of this volume is a little
misleading. The uninstructed reader

would naturally expect to find four plays
complete or nearly so.

H. RICHARDS.

THE DAWN OF MEDITER-
RANEAN CIVILISATION.

The Dawn of Mediterranean Civilisation.
By ANGELO MOSSO. With 203 illus-
trations. Translated by M. C. Har-
rison. Fisher Unwin, 1910.

Mosso was an enthusiast, but he took
up archaeology without the necessary
training. Hence his theories will not
always commend themselves to scholars.
Thus he seems to identify commerce
with civilisation (p. 12). His statements
are often vague, as: ' A uniform culture
existed in the whole basin of the Medi-
terranean, and lasted several thousand
years' (2). This book, like the author's
last, is rather a notebook than a treatise.
Its value lies in the illustrations, which
are excellent: many of them are inacces-
sible otherwise to most people—for in-
stance, a sacrificial scene from the
painted sarcophagus of Hagia Triadha
(frontispiece), the inscribed disc, a tran-
scription of part of it.

One chapter contains a number of
notes on the origin of writing. Mosso
follows Pernier in regarding the signs
scratched on the walls at Cnossos and
Phaistos not as marks of consecration,
but in some way literary. The next
chapter contains notes on early Egypt;
in this appears a Minoan soldier from a
steatite vase (Fig. 23) 'with a boom-
erang.' The author did not notice that
he is wearing the same soft top-boots
which the Cretans have always worn
ever since. Then come notes on Minoan
vases, neolithic weapons, the copper age
in Crete, more pottery, the sacred axe.
' The first offerings made to the mys-
terious power which rules the world
were weapons,' says Mosso: he figures a
number of stone axes, but why he calls
them ' votive' does not appear. This
leads us up to the bipennis = ireXexu?
(bipennae, he calls them, p. 143, or is it
his translator?). A chapter on fat
women follows: Mosso thinks the
Mother Goddess was represented both
in a thin form and a fat form, and con-


